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Abstract
This article describes basic tasks to be done in the process of designing LNG terminals. In this connection
various possible applications of computer simulation models are discussed. Dedicated methods for the
selection of terminal site and the determination of parameters of approach channels, port areas and cargo
handling facilities are presented. These methods make use of various models of computer-based simulation.
The methods herein described have actually been used in the works on designing the LNG terminal in
Świnoujście.
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Abstrakt
W artykule opisano podstawowe zadania realizowane w procesie projektowania terminali LNG oraz przedstawiono możliwości zastosowania różnych modeli symulacji komputerowej do ich realizacji. Zaprezentowano specjalnie opracowane metody wyboru lokalizacji terminali oraz określenia parametrów torów podejściowych, akwenów portowych i stanowisk przeładunkowych. W metodach tych zastosowano różne modele symulacji komputerowej. Opisane metody zastosowano przy projektowaniu terminalu LNG w Świnoujściu.

 stay and cargo discharge of a maximum size
LNG tanker,
 residents in the area around the terminal site,
 cargo operations in adjacent port areas.
As designing LNG terminals refers to systems
not existing yet, any experimental research on real
systems is not possible. If this is the case, experimental research has to be replaced by studies on
models. There are two basic types of research methods based on models:

Introduction
Design of LNG terminals can be brought down
to the following tasks:
1. Selection of LNG terminal site within the area
under consideration.
2. Determination of approach channels and port
basins of the LNG terminal.
3. Determination of the LNG terminal cargo handling facility parameters.
Methods of computer simulation are used to perform each of the above design tasks.
Each of the variants comprising the terminal
site, waterway and cargo handling berths parameters have to ensure the safety of:

 analytical,
 simulations.
The analytical method is used when a model of
the examined system is represented in an analytical
form and solutions can only have overt form (this
method is not used in LNG terminal design).
The simulation method is used when an analytical model of the examined system or process can-

 entry manoeuvres of an LNG tanker of maximum size that is planned for operations in the
terminal being designed,
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 universal character of research, which enables
obtaining reesults of varying accuracy, depending on how the problem is formulated. The accuracy is mainly dependent on the complexity of
the simualation model used;
 relatively low costs of research.
Simulation research can be brought down to the
following actions (stages):
 formulation of the problem,
 preparing a model of the examined object,
 developing a relevant computer program,
 model verification,
 design of an experimental system,
 experiment,
 analysis of the results.
The most frequently used simulation methods in
LNG terminal designs are:
 computer simulations of ship movement in
restricted waters,
 Monte Carlo simulations of marine systems that
require the construction of models with many
random parameters.
Among basic criteria for the classification of
simulations of ship movement in restricted areas are
the time and type of model ship control.
The simulation time criterion divides the methods into:
• RTS – Real Time Simulation,
• FTS – Fast Time Simulation.
Simulation methods from the viewpoint of ship
movement control are those using [1]:
 non-autonomous models (Fig. 2),
 autonomous models (Fig. 3).
Non-autonomous simulation models are of interactive type working in real time. They are based
on the human-computer dialog principle. The human being in the model is the navigator, with specific professional qualifications, that generally reflect qualification of a real person. The computer
with specific parameters is equipped with specialized modules of information display and ship
movement control, and operated on the basis of
a computer-based simulation model of ship movement in the area under investigation. The use of
non-autonomous (interactive) models eliminates
human behaviour, hard to describe mathematically.
Autonomous simulation models used in marine
traffic engineering are generally run in fast time in
order to minimize costs generated by real time simulations. The navigator’s decision process in
these models is executed by the navigator’s model
implemented in the computer. Three types of model

not be built, or when it is built, but solutions cannot
be found analytically. One characteristic of simulation studies is that independent variables of models
correspond to input quantities of real systems,
while in simulation models the output is an unequivocal function of the input, a characteristic feature
of examined real systems.
Computer simulation as a method
of system research in marine traffic
engineering
Relations between the examined real system, its
mathematical model and the computer used for
simulations can be rendered by:
 mathematical modelling,
 computer simulation.
Mathematical modelling is concerned with the
relationship between the examined real system and
its model. This modelling describes the reality in
the language of mathematics and formal logic and
consists in creating the structure and identifying
parameters of the model.
Computer simulation refers to the relationship
between the mathematical model of the examined
system and the computer used for simulation research. Computer simulation is a method of experimental investigation of system models. One characteristic of this method is that multiple tests are
performed to obtain reliable results describing
states of the examined model.
Mathematical modelling is aimed at description
of reality. The only criterion of truth in this task is
the conformity of results with reality. The task
should be solved in such a manner that, for preset
input quantities x, output quantities y', calculated
using the developed mathematical model, will not
differ significantly from output quantities y of the
real system (Fig. 1).
REAL SYSTEM

y

MATHEMATICAL
MODEL

y'

x

Fig. 1. The principle for the creation of a mathematical model
of a real system
Rys. 1. Zasada tworzenia modelu matematycznego systemu
rzeczywistego

Computer simulation encompasses all activities
aimed at creating a simulation model and performing tests on it. Simulation methods are presently
commonly used in research of marine traffic engineering as they have certain advantages [1]:
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Fig. 2 Non-autonomous simulation model of ship movement in restricted areas
Rys. 2. Symulacyjny model nieautonomiczny ruchu statku na akwenach ograniczonych
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Fig. 3. Autonomous simulation model of ship movement in restricted areas
Rys. 3. Symulacyjny model autonomiczny ruchu statku na akwenach ograniczonych

Use of simulation methods for the selection
of LNG terminal sites

navigator can be distinguished: rigid, with feedback
and anticipatory. The first has no feedback, i.e. the
model does not utilize information on the object
state. The model with feedback, like in reality, for
ship control uses information on the current state of
the object. The anticipatory model is based on information on a future state of the object (predictive
model) and is the closest in imitating the behaviour
of the navigator handling the ship.
Safety assessment of complex marine systems
requires models with many parameters, such as:
vessel traffic, hydrometeorological conditions, area
parameters and others. Most of these parameters are
random, that is why analytical methods are not
suitable for building models, especially if the
models are to include the human factor (probability
of operator’s error). Modelling of such systems can
be done by means of simulation methods, particularly Monte Carlo methods. These consist in generating random numbers in order to estimate their
distributions. Numbers are usually generated by
computers. The method is particularly useful when
relations between distributions are described by
means of complex functions and depend on random
elements [1].

The selection of an LNG terminal location in the
area under consideration comes down to the following algorithm [2]:
 formulation of the assumptions of LNG terminal
construction, the basis for developing basic parameters of the planned terminal.
 determination of realistic variants of the LNG
terminal site and construction cost estimation.
 selection of the optimal variant of LNG terminal
location using the criterion of minimized navigational risk.
 selection of the optimal variant of LNG terminal
location using the criterion of minimized economic risk.
 final selection of the optimal variant of LNG
terminal location in the examined area.
Planners of an LNG terminal construction in
a given area usually indicate a number of realistic
site variants (2–6). These variants may be as far as
500 Nm apart, the very site may be similar, but the
difference will be in the design of port facilities and
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approach waterways. At this stage of research the
following actions are required:
 determination of realistic variants of an LNG
terminal location;
 development of a preliminary design concept for
each variant and estimate approximate costs of
terminal construction;
 building mathematical models of the area for
each terminal variant.
The development of a preliminary design
concept for each realistic LNG terminal variant
consists in:

1. open sea waterway (shipping routes); the prevailing risk is a collision of an LNG tanker with
another vessel;
2. coastal waterway; this is usually a fairway leading from an anchorage to entrance heads of the
port, along which the prevailing risk is grounding in shallow water or on a slope of the fairway channel;
3. waterway crossing port waters, where the vessel
will be mainly manoeuvring while entering the
port and approaching the terminal, turning and
mooring; a risk involves LNG tanker’s collision
with a marine port structure, area bottom or
another vessel or vessels berthing in the port.
This classification of waterways is additionally
justified by these facts:
 waterways of type 2 and 3 are usually covered
by a VTS and for this reason the probability of
LNG tanker’s collision with another ship is very
low;
 collision with the assisting tug or a navigational
mark is not significant from the viewpoint of
LNG tanker safety.
Navigational risk for the passage along the
entire route herein analyzed is determined as the
sum of specific risks associated with passing each
section:

• determining the shapes and parameters of approach waterways, terminal entrance, port areas,
turning basins, cargo handling berths and
breakwaters for each location variant. These parameters are determined by empirical methods,
applied in marine traffic engineering, on the basis of the following data:
 parameters of a maximum LNG carrier
planned for terminal operations,
 number of cargo handling berths matching
the planned quantities of LNG export and/or
import,
 prevailing navigational and hydrometeorological conditions;
• determination of the scope of hydrotechnical
works and approximate construction costs of
each variant.

R

R

i

(1)

i 1

The parameters of each realistic LNG terminal
variant (preliminary concept) are identified by
approximate emprical methods.
The optimization of LNG terminal site comes
down to the selection of the best variant from the
set of variants under consideration. The choice of
the most advantageous LNG trerminal site variant
is made by a comparative method, in which the
following criteria are taken into account [1]:

where
Ri – navigational risk at i-th section.
Navigational risk of passing each waterway section will be determined from this relation:
Ri = PAi Si
(2)
where
PAi – probability of specific type accident during a passage through i-th waterway section,
Si – consequences of specific type accident
during a passage through i-th waterway
section.
After substitution:

 minimization of navigational risk,
 minimization of economic risk.
The selection of the optimal LNG terminal site
variant should start from an analysis of navigational
risks on waterways leading to the examined LNG
terminal variants.
The navigational risk analysis aims at identifying the kinds of accidents that may happen to an
LNG tanker proceeding along particular sections of
the waterway leading to any of the terminal variant
sites.
The analysis of navigational risks in reference to
LNG carriers allows to determine the following
three types of waterway:
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The probability that an accident of a given type
will happen (for the major risk) is determined by
different methods for each waterway section:
section 1 – Monte Carlo simulation methods using
a specially built model of vessel traffic
in the examined open sea area;
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section 2 – methods of autonomous simulation in
fast time (modelling of a human);
section 3 – methods of non-autonomous simulation in real time metody (performed by
port pilots as experts).

The above aspects of the optimization of waterway parameters connected with an LNG terminal
may be used in various simulation models:
 autonomous model (working in fast time) for
approach waterways,
 non-autonomous model (working in real time)
for port entrance, turning basin, and port basin.
To optimize the parameters of approach waterways, port entrances, turning basins and LNG terminal areas, the objective function in a general
form is written as:
(5)
Z  min
With these constraints:

Based on the results of simulation tests, probabilities of accidents in one voyage for each LNG
terminal site will be defined. Accident consequences in marine traffic engineering are expressed
from the following energy equation [3]:
S

E
Edop

(4)

where:
E – kinetic energy of the ship at the moment
of accident [kNm];
Edop – maximum kinetic energy that will not
cause ship damage and will not require
salvage operation [kNm].

1)

Rijkxy  Rakc

(6)

2)

hFxy  hFdxy

(7)

where
hFdxy – allowable wave height in the port at
point x, y of the area (safe for berthing
ships;
hFxy – maximum height of wave reaching the
port area in k-th navigational conditions
at point x, y of the area;
Rakc – acceptable navigational risk;
Rijkxy – risk of performing j-th type manoeuvre
by i-th type ship in k-th navigational
conditions at point x, y of the area;
Z – consts of (re)construction of port entrance and new aids to navigation and
their operation and maintenace.
The simulation method for waterway parameters
optimization was developed on the basis of the
general optimization model. This three-stage real
time simulation method [2] was used for the determination of optimal parameters of the outer harbour
in Świnoujście.
In stage I the best LNG terminal location is accepted and the manoeuvring area parameters are
determined by analytical (empirical) methods);
additionally, the basic port variant undergoes wave
analysis.
In stage II real time simulation tests of ship
manoeuvres in the examined area are performed
(basic variant of port entrance determined in stage
I). It these tetsts parameters of the random variable
distribution are determined, the variable being the
maximum distance of extreme points of the ship
lying to the port and starboard side from the assumed area (fairway) centre line. Functions of the
standard normal distribution are used for calculations of minimum safe values of fairway breadth on
its both sides: dpijkn(1 – α) and dlijkn(1 – α) at the
confidence level as assumed in navigational risk.

Consequences of a specific type accident depend
on the amount of kinetic ebnergy that the ship has
at the moment of collision. On the basis of analyzed
navigational conditions in each waterway section
and manoeuvring tactics used, the following speeds
at which an LNG carrier will be proceeeing regardless of the site variant:
section 1
– 20 knots,
section 2
– 7 knots,
section 3
– 3 knots (tug assistance).
Simulation methods of the optimization
of waterway parameters and cargo berths
at LNG terminals
Optimal parameters of approach channels, port
and basin entrances of LNG terminals are determined by optimization simulation methods. The
optimization criterion in these methods is the cost
of construction and operation of the LNG terminal
(of approach channels and areas oof port terminal),
while the principal condition is navigational safety.
The selection of simulation method for water parameter optimization depends on manoeuvres performed and associated type of waterway. Various
simulation methods are employed in relation to
various waterway types to define parameters of the
latter. It should be noted that research using autonomous simulation models working in fast time
take less time and are much more cost-effective
than research where non-autonomous models operating in real time are used. The accuracy of autonomous models, however, makes them suitable
only for testing simple manoeuvres, e.g. fairway
passage manoeuvres.
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Fig. 4. Swept paths of a 145 000 m3 LNG tanker recorded during the ship’s entry to the outer port in Świnoujście, determined at the
mean and 95%
confidence
level (the
area of entrance
Rys.
Pasy ruchu
zbiornikowca
LNGheads)
145 podczas wejścia do portu schronienia w Świnoujściu.
Rys. 4. Pasy ruchu gazowca LNG o pojemności ładunkowej 145 000 m3 podczas wejścia do portu zewnętrznego w Świnoujściu
określone na poziomie ufności średnim i 95% (akwen główek wejściowych)

The safe manoeuvring area determined by the
simulation method defines parameters of the shelter
breakwaters at the port entrance. All wave analysis
Zeszyty Naukowe 25(97)

results are taken into consideration in the dimensioning of stage II variant of the terminal.
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Conclusions

In stage III simulation tests are done again,
as well as a new wave analysis, this time for the
variant developed in stage II. When these verification tests are completed, optimal port entrance
parameters, including the shelter breakwater, are
determined.
This method was used in the process of designing the outer port entrance in Świnoujście, where
the LNG Terminal has been located. Two LNG
tankers, with a cargo capacity of 145 000 m3
and 200 000 m3, respectively, were used in tests
(Fig. 4).
Simulation methods in real time are also used to
define the kinetic energy of gas carrier berthing for
a selected set of fenders at the cargo handling berth
of the LNG terminal. The simulation experiment of
berthing is carried out in combination with tests
made to define the parameters of turning basins and
port water areas. In this case it is recommended to
finish the simulation experiment of manoeuvring
within the port by LNG tanker coming alongside
the cargo berth. Then the simulation experiment
plan has to be extended to include hydrometeorological conditions that will be least favourable for
berthing operations, i.e.:
• for berthing manoeuvres:
 maximum wind pushing to berth,
 maximum wind pushing away from berth;
• for unberthing manoeuvres:
 maximum wind pushing to berth.
Statistical processing of the simulation test
results is done with an assumption that the amount
of kinetic energy of ship’s impact on the berth in
specific navigational conditions for a specific ship
is an independent value and it can be regarded as
being of random character [3]. The random variable
in this case is the magnitude of kinetic energy
absorbed by the system: ship-fender-berth at i-th
fender for j-th manoeuvre.

Basic tasks involved in the process of LNG terminal design are described. The realization of each
of the three design tasks formulated in this article
requires the use of computer simulation methods.
The selection of an LNG terminal site should be
based on a purpose-developed method of optimization of navigational risk optimization. Three types
of computer simulation have been applied:
 Monte Carlo method,
 method of autonomous simulation in fast time,
 method of non-autonomous simulation in real
time.
Parameters of approach waterways leading to
the LNG terminal were determined using models of
autonomous simulation running in fast time. Parameters of port entrance and port areas of the LNG
terminal are determined by a specially developed
three-stage simulation method of optimization,
where the objective function is the cost of waterway construction, while navigational risk is the
constraint. For this task non-autonomous simulation
models working in real time are used.
Parameters of LNG cargo handling berths are
established by non-autonomous simulation models
working in real time.
The simulation methods presented in this article
have actually been used in the process of designing
the LNG terminal in Świnoujście.
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